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when the miners were concerned in them: petitions to
Parliament were also frequently drafted. These unions
usually levied subscriptions and had a common fund, They
aimed at excluding from the trade the ff illegal apprentice "
(i.e., one who had not served the statutory seven years), at
regulating the number of apprentices employed, at obtaining
higher wages and shorter hours. Many of the unions did
the work of Friendly Societies, providing sick and unemploy-
ment benefits for their members. They were usually small
and scattered; many of them were short-lived and the
systematic organisation of trade unions did not take place
till the nineteenth century.
The attitude of the Government to these unions was thbatti-
generally unsympathetic, for it was itself responsible for the state to *
regulation of wages. Combinations of the tailors were *NDUS**V-
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forbidden in 1720, of the wool-combers and weavers in 1726, of the
of the silk-workers in 1765, and later of the hatters and paper-
makers.    In 1799, when unrest under the influence of the
French Revolution was widespread and England was at
war with France, the general Combination Act was passed,
This allowed a member of a union to be summarily con-
victed by a single justice and the minimum penalty was
three months' imprisonment or two months3 hard labour.
Appeal to the Quarter Sessions was allowed, but the appellant
had to produce bail for £20 and pay costs if his appeal was
unsuccessful.    In 1800 the Act was amended so that a man
might be convicted only by two justices, neither of whom
was to be connected with his trade.   Unions continued to
exist, some disguised as Friendly Societies, others openly
tolerated as unions.    In 1800 also an Arbitration Act was
passed which obliged each side in an industrial dispute to
nominate an arbitrator, and in case of disagreement a Justice
of the Peace was to make a decision*
The efforts of the workers to have the Elizabethan ap-
prentice laws enforced met with little success, and petitions enforce
were regularly ignored.   In 1803 the Statute of Apprentices 3 industry.
was suspended, and it was then annually suspended until it
was finally repealed in 1809.   In that year the regulations
fixing the quality and size of cloth were also withdrawn,

